FOR YOUR DIARY – print this page. Note Dec and Jan dates
Date

Time

Event

Sunday
1 Dec

11am at
Civic to
depart at
11h30

Christmas
Lunch

Saturday
7 Dec

All day

9am to
12noon

Saturday
28 Dec
and
25 Jan

9am to
12noon

Meet at the Civic Centre and drive to Mabini's in Kenton.
Set Sunday lunch menu at R80pp.
Bring your own alcohol – they are not licensed.
Contact Bill Martin for reservation.

Herald World of This will be the 3rd such event in PE. The classic car
Wheels / NMBM auction was quite a feature last year. There will be another
(PE) Motor Fair auction this year. You might pick up a bargain.
Log onto the EPVCC website and go to Upcoming Events
and Register to show your car. I have - Ed

Thursday 5 to 8pm
12 Dec
and
9 Jan
Monday
16 Dec

Story

Don's DVD

Every 2nd Thursday during the noggin.
Note that these noggins will be the last for 2013 and first
for 2014. ### Have a blessed Christmas ###

Crafters Market We have been invited to display our old cars under the big
trees behind the Library. Good excuse to get out of the
house for a natter and a beer.
AVCMC
Museum

Last Sat each month. Bring your old cars, if they are willing.
Yes, open on 28 Dec.

Saturday Breakfast
11 Jan

Club 10 Year
Anniversary

At the Royal Port Alfred Golf Club. R60pp.
Contact Bill Martin for reservations before 4 Jan 2014.

Thursday
16 Jan

5pm

Supper Night

Bring & Braai.
Note NO supper night in December.

22 – 23
March
2014

2 days

OD Inggs

Application form and supplementary regs are available on
our website, events, upcoming events.

BIRTHDAY
CONGRATULATIONS

December

BIRTHDAY
CONGRATULATIONS

January

Keith Schroeder

4

Rob Wallis

11

Colin Clayson

5

Pam Gush

20

Jonny Ellender

5

Fred Pittaway

22

Rob Mears

27

Hugo Nel

26

Robin Duggan

29

SOCIAL
Good to see Rob Wallis up and about again. He has had a back op and we are pleased that he is
well on his way to recovery.

2014 CLUB CALENDARS
These are available from George Armstrong. Please contact him on 0466483773 or 0723470924 to
arrange collection. Good value at R70 each. Thanks again to Bill Jukes for his hard work.

CLUB WEBSITE
Launched on 8 November 2013. We have joined the Information Age!
Note the header at the top of this newsletter now has links. If you want to email us, click on the blue
email address. Click on the web address www.avcmc.co.za to open our very own web site.
Please browse through the website and make useful suggestions / comments to me, Ron Gush.
Generally I have been appointed to liaise with our webmaster John Austin-Williams. John kindly
maintains several websites free of charge as a service to the old car fraternity, and for that we are
very grateful. Have a look, he is doing a sterling job. But he needs our input. It is our website!

THOUGHTS FOR THE DAY
A lady with a baby went see the doctor. The doctor examined the baby, who was not gaining weight.
Then he asked the lady if the baby was bottle fed or breast fed. “Breast fed, of course!” she replied.
So he asked her to strip to the waist. He then proceeded to examine her breasts, squeezing and
massaging her nipples. “Well, it is no wonder your baby is not gaining weight, you have absolutely
no milk,” he pronounced. “That is no wonder, Doctor, I'm her grandmother!”
So this elderly gentleman, with a lovely young lady on his arm, meets his doctor in the street. “My
goodness, Mr Jones” says the doctor, eying the beautiful lady, “You seem to be doing very well!”
“Yes, doctor I'm following your instructions – you told me to get a hot mama and be cheerful.”
“No, no! I said you had a heart murmur and to be careful.”
And just because we are moving into the Computer Age with our brand new website:
Technical support: “What's on your monitor now, ma'am?”
Customer: “A teddy bear my boyfriend bought for me at the carnival.”
Tech support: “Your password is the small letter "a" as in apple, a capital letter V as in Victor,
and the numbers 7274.”
Customer: “Is the 7274 in capital letters?”
Tech support: “How may I help you? ”
Customer: “I'm writing my first e-mail.”
Tech support: “OK, and what seems to be the problem?”
Customer: “Well, I have the letter 'a' in the address, but how do I get the circle around it?”

INSPIRATION
John (the baptist) replied in the words of Isaiah the prophet, “I am the voice of one calling in the
desert, 'Make straight the way for the Lord.”
Gospel according to John 1.23
The best things in life are not things.

Claimed by several authors.

BONNETS UP at BATHURST – 24 November
by David Dicken
11 cars arrived at the venue. It was a fine morning and we were well received by Alan Pike on behalf
of the Agricultural Museum.

After settling in, Des Hill examined the contents of the engine compartments with a large following of
expectant owners - 10 cars in all as Des deemed his own vehicle to be not eligible in the
circumstances.
After much jockeying around the braai place, we enjoyed a good lunch.
Charles Pellew, our Chairman, then announced the results which are as follows :
1. Robin Duggan with his AC Cobra
2. George Galbraith with his Austin Healey
3. Bill Martin with his MGB-GT
4. Charles Pellew with his Mini
Some fine old music was played on a record player for general entertainment. A very enjoyable
outing for all.

Robin Duggan's Cobra

George Galbraith's Healey

Bill Martin's MGB

Did somebody score Des's knees?

Many thanks to Des Hill for judging and organising the Bonnets Up event.
CLASSICS AT KARIBA – part 1
by David and Christiane Dicken
To go or not, that was the question. Political uncertainty after the elections, dire reports about Police
barriers and road side checks, border post frustration, fuel availability, U.S. Dollars with the right size
Presidential head, bygone roads, etc. were not encouraging. Nevertheless, curiosity got the better of
discretion and the metaphorical die was cast. Departure day, 23 August 2013 arrived, bright and

breezy, and we set off more or less in the wrong direction – we had already decided to go via
Namaqualand to see the flowers !
We spent our first night away at Karoo Lodge in the now fashionable village of Prince Albert. Some
days later, after ice on the vehicle roof and snow on the mountains, we breezed into Botswana at
McCarthy’s Rest (co-ordinates advisable), having sampled the various delights of Kamieskroon,
Springbok and Upington en route. Only a pleasure with useful official advice at the border post on
how to avoid hassles on our return journey.
Freezing cold nights and no facilities whatsoever in
the Kgalagadi Transfontier Park kept us moving
slowly northwards in 4-wheel drive where we
eventually came upon the Dave McNeill Highway
(officially called the Trans-Kgalagadi Highway).
Many uneventfully straight miles later we reached
the teeming metropolis of Maun (now little Europe)
with such an abundance of Hilux 4 x 4 exotics to
make Mr. Toyota cry for joy.

Pressing on, after obtaining permits and more maps, Savuti was our next stop. No sooner had we
made camp than an enormous tusker decided to check us out, straight through the two metres gap
between tent and vehicle ! Adjoining campers said that we handled the situation very well and they
added “we thought he was going to eat your tomatoes”! They did not notice the damp patches !
Very helpful advice from Parks Board guys got us through Chobe Park in one day and on to Kasane.
5-star camping, a boat outing on the Zambezi and a leopard with cub made a very pleasant
experience. Zim just around the corner. Having prepared ourselves for a tedious and expensive
delay at the border post, and after the final rubber stamp had descended, we travelled on a perfectly
surfaced albeit deserted road to Victoria Falls. The town of Victoria Falls was an extremely pleasant
surprise. It really is something apart and has been cared for against the odds. Two highlights were
truly memorable, a 15-minute helicopter flight over the Falls and an idyllic lunch on the terrace of
Victoria Falls Hotel. All in US Dollars with no “small” change !
Next stop was at Robin’s Camp at Hwange National Park. Sadly neglected but an historical gem.
The museum houses the early surveying instruments and maps. One lonely attendant lady looked
after us like family and we left with all our dirty clothes washing having been taken care of. The drive
through the National Park to Main Camp was interesting but uneventful animal wise, except for a fine
pride of 6 lions. This changed dramatically when the next day we saw an enormous number of
elephants at a water hole – a ranger’s estimate was 500 plus. Unfortunately this memory has since
been marred by the news of a cyanide massacre of some 300 of this majestic species.

Now we were getting close to our main objective – Lake Kariba. First sighting was at the western
ferry terminal. The barrier to the slipway was firmly closed so we could only imagine how Bruce and
party set sail a few weeks earlier. Further east is the relatively new town of Binga which salvaged the
victims, human and animal, displaced by the rising waters when the dam wall was being built and
which gave reason for “Operation Noah”. No petrol available but some diesel. Also a top class lodge
owned by a Dutchman where we camped and
dined in style. This marked the end of “tarred”
roads and our arrival at Matusadona National Park
(Tashinga Camp) was certainly more by luck than
judgement. The last 69 kilometres took 4 hours,
frequently in low ratio, and redesigned the sump
and gear box guards. The ablution block was in
total decay but with much huffing and puffing a
relic Rhodes boiler produced hot brown water. Our
last night there was in solitary isolation, so we had
to exit all alone the next morning by the same 4hour ordeal. Apart from a minor brush with the
Zimbabwe Army on patrol, and a Tetse-fly
inspector (with butterfly net and a begging story at
the ready), we arrived in the dark at Kariba.
The remainder of this story will appear in the next edition of Fanmail. Find out why the heading is
“Classics at Kariba!” Editor

SAVVA TECHNICAL TIP NO 79 – Electric fans
The hot weather is with us again, or just around the corner. Hurrah, but think of your cherished oldie
– they don’t appreciate the warm weather like we do.
Our older cars were never made to sit in the heavy traffic we experience today and the old fan
turning at idling speed isn’t going to help very much. One needs a good gust of wind through the
radiator to keep it cool - which can only be accomplished by the fitting of an electric fan.
I’ve just had a radiator cleaned out and whilst it was out I thought it may be worthwhile investigating
the possibility of converting to an electric fan and the cost thereof. A trip to the local Silverton radiator
shop soon answered my curiosity. The proprietor knew exactly what I required and placed in front of
me a fan switch (thermostat) and a brass receptacle that needed to be soldered into the bottom of
the radiator. They apparently do this on a regular basis.
Installation of the electric fan is very simple and no special expertise is required. You must however
check how much space you have available at either side of the radiator then decide which type of
electric fan would best fit - a “push” or “pull” fan. Pull fans are used in most front wheel drive cars
and are obtainable from various spares outlets. Push fans can be a bit difficult to find - the best
source are the car aircon dealers and they carry them in stock. They usually come in 10”12”14”
sizes. The cost of a 10” is around R310.00. A warning however - the contacts in the thermostat
switches are extremely light and cannot take much current so it
is imperative that a relay be used – at least 35 amps or even
heavier if you can find one.
Attached is a picture of a typical thermostat switch and the
brass receptacle (socket) which fits into the bottom of the
radiator. The black unit is an alternative receptacle which can
be fitted into the bottom hose (rather than taking the radiator
out) and takes the standard thermostat switch. If you can’t find
these sockets in your part of the world they are available from
Silverton’s in Greymont, Johannesburg for R150.00 each.

They can be ordered by contacting them on 011 022 7056 or 078 633 4770.
Total cost of an installation, including the switch, socket, relay and the fan, should be between
R500.00 and R600.00.
(If you are wide awake you will recall that Tech Tip 59, on the same subject, was published in
Fanmail in July 2012. This one has real numbers and solution. Editor)

TAILPIPE – RAC Horsepower Rating
by Ron Gush
I was filling in the entry form to the The Herald World of Wheels Nelson Mandela Bay Motor Fair, and
came to the line Horsepower: I wrote 10 RAC – for my Austin Ten. Then I pondered where this
horsepower rating had actually come from. For many years I'd vaguely thought that 1000cc = 10hp
but then my Austin has 1125cc which skittled that idea. A little Googling revealed all:
The RAC rating was developed by the Royal Automobile Club in 1910 at the invitation of the British
Government and was used for many years as the basis for annual car taxation. It is based on sound
engineering principles. I have condensed and edited the original argument quite severely as I could
not see any point in bothering myself with too many mathematical formulae. The principles look
sound.
The RAC formula states that: h.p. = (D2 x n)/2.5
where D = the diameter of the cylinder in inches, and n = the number of cylinders
Interesting, you say. But it does not seem to take piston stroke into account! Not so!
The RAC formula makes three assumptions which do not change, no matter what engine is under
consideration:
(1)
Mechanical efficiency is 75% (ratio of theoretical to real brake horse power)
(2)
The mean effective pressure is 90lb/sq.in (approximately the difference between compression
and combustion pressure)
(3)
The mean piston speed is 1000 ft/min. (considered then to be the maximum mean piston
speed that was consistent with acceptable wear and friction)
Considering assumption (3) it is clear that piston stroke is taken into consideration – a short stroke
engine would need to run at higher rpm, than a long stroke one, in order to achieve 1000ft/min. Or, if
you prefer, “stroke” is 500ft/min regardless of rpm. Piston speed is twice the stroke length.
Assuming the assumptions to be correct, the formula is remarkably accurate. But of course even in
the 1930s some engines were running at over 2750ft/min, combustion pressure was being pushed
by better efficiency and by blowing and mechanical efficiency was in the 90s. However, as the
formula was used for taxation purposes, the assumptions were not changed and were soon quietly
forgotten about.
You can read the full story, mathematical formulae and all, on www.wolfhound.org.uk article heading:
“The RAC HP (horsepower) Rating - Was there any technical basis?” by Richard Hodgson.

Trellis Doors
Burglar Guards
DIY Products
Roller Shutter Doors
37 Masonic Street
Port Alfred, 6170
Tel : (046) 624 2924
Email : xpandaportalfred@gmail.com
Let us take care of your family’s security
needs!!!!!

“Where thoughts become reality!”
www.marinecustoms.com
Email: marinecustoms2010@gmail.com
Hawkins Industrial
91 Alfred Road
Port Alfred
Rob Pattie 071 701 7580
For ALL of your boating needs
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NOTICE
The views expressed in this newsletter are those of the individual writers and are not necessarily the
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